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MnAs thin films present a phase coexistence of regularly arranged ferromagnetic (a) and

paramagnetic (b) stripes below the Curie temperature when grown onto GaAs(100) substrates. In

this letter, we report the observation of a magneto-structural phase transition induced by magnetic

field on MnAs nanoribbons below the Curie temperature. A transformation of high-resistance para-

magnetic regions into low-resistance ferromagnetic ones is observed above temperature-dependent

critical magnetic fields. The phenomenon is hysteretic, highly anisotropic, and size dependent and

could be the origin of the high magneto-resistance effect observed at temperatures close to room

temperature in these systems. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4926567]

Promising properties for spintronic1–4 devices and other

applications5,6 made the study of MnAs thin films a very

active topic of development in the last years.7 Bulk MnAs

was known to undergo a first-order magneto-structural tran-

sition from a low-temperature hexagonal and ferromagnetic

phase (a) to an orthorhombic and paramagnetic one (b)

above room temperature (RT).8 In the ferromagnetic phase,

the compound presents a strong uniaxial magnetic anisotropy

with the hard-axis aligned to the (0001) axis.

Thin films of MnAs were successfully grown onto vari-

ous substrates, including semiconductors such as Si and

GaAs. Besides the original properties, MnAs films reveal

new phenomena arisen from the lattice and thermal expan-

sion mismatch between films and substrates.9 A coexistence

of the a and b phases in a finite temperature range was first

reported by Kaganer and co-workers.10,11 The different ori-

entations of the hexagonal structure onto the substrates

define the geometrical arrangement of the a and b phases in

the coexistence regime (CR).2 In the case of MnAs//GaAs

(001), the a and b phases forms a periodic array of ferromag-

netic and paramagnetic stripes oriented along the MnAs c-

axis.12 Breitwieser et al.13 showed that the period of the a/b
stripes pattern, k, and the height, h, of the a-ridges depend

on the film thickness as k� 4.8t and h� 0.01t, respectively.

Controlling the number of stripes within the samples at the

CR appears to be feasible by confining the films laterally.

Moreover, the mean-free path of the electric carriers in

MnAs thin films varies from a hundred to a few tenth of nm

by changing the films thickness.14 Magneto-transport experi-

ments turn out to be, so, an excellent tool for the investiga-

tion of the phase coexistence regime at the nanoscale.

In this work, we studied the coexistence regime of ferro-

magnetic and paramagnetic phases on MnAs laterally con-

fined structures through magneto-transport measurements.

We found that the resistivity curves at the coexistence

regime present in addition to an intrinsic uniaxial anisotropy,

particular features associated to the stages of formation and

broadening of the a and b stripes. In the same temperature

range, an unusual increase of the magnetoresistance ratio to-

gether with notable changes of MR curves shape at critical

fields are observed. The last results are discussed in the

frame of a magnetic field-induced b ! a phase transition.

The characteristics of the magnetic transition are investi-

gated by changing different parameters, such as ribbons size

and orientation, temperature, and magnetic field. We show

that MnAs confined structures exhibit unique features on

their magneto-transport properties that are associated to the

characteristic lengths of the underlying physics, providing

essential information for the development of spintronic

devices.

MnAs films were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy

(MBE) on GaAs(100) substrates as described elsewhere.15

The films, grown in an As rich atmosphere, accommodate

onto the substrates2,7 with MnAs(1100)//GaAs(100) and

MnAs(0001)//GaAs(1–10). Nanoribbons of 20 lm length

and variable width were fabricated by e-beam lithography

followed by Ar ion milling. In a second step of fabrication,

electrical contacts were patterned by optical lithography

combined gold deposition and lift-off techniques. The effect

of confinement on the a/b phase coexistence was studied by

changing the width (w¼ 250 nm and w¼ 500 nm) and thick-

ness (t¼ 30 nm and t¼ 300 nm) of the ribbons. XPEEM

measurements performed on similar ribbons showed that the

Curie temperature of the samples lays around 320 K and that

the hard [0001] uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of the MnAs is

preserved in the nanostructures.16 The anisotropy of the sam-

ples’ response was investigated by changing the orientation

of the wires, i.e., the electrical current axis with respect to

the (0001) direction. The electrical current was always

applied along the longest side of the wire, either parallel

(PA) or perpendicular (PE) to the MnAs c-axis (Figures 1(a)

and 1(b)). The field dependence of the longitudinal resistancea)martin.sirena@hotmail.com
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was measured between 100 K and 320 K with the magnetic

field applied perpendicular to the samples surface. The mag-

netic field sweep was the same for all the measurements and

followed this path: 0 T ! 9 T ! �9 T ! 0 T. The samples

were indexed as SwPA(PE)� t.
Typical resistivity curves measured for MnAs nanorib-

bons around the magneto-structural phase transition are

shown in Figure 1(c) for the PA and PE geometry. An intrin-

sic anisotropy, coming from the structural uniaxial symmetry

of the MnAs, is clearly distinguished from the curves. The

resistivity at the basal plane is higher than along the

c-direction at low temperatures in the alpha phase,17 and this

feature is associated to the crystal symmetry of the com-

pound.18 However, more interesting is the pronounced dif-

ference between both curves at the phase-coexistence

regime, below the Curie temperature. This “anisotropic

behavior” is observed for both series of ribbons, i.e., 30 nm

and 300 nm thick, in spite of the fact that the effect is much

more noticeable for the thicker samples. In the PA configura-

tion, the resistivity of the ribbons, qPA, deviates smoothly

from qPA
a as temperature is raised above an onset tempera-

ture, TO, and increases abruptly to qPA
b above T*. On the

other hand, qPE varies almost monotonically from qPE
a to

qPE
b presenting very small kinks above TO. This behavior

can be understood by analyzing the CR at the different geo-

metries. The stages of formation and growth of the b stripes

as the system is warmed play a crucial role in the analysis of

the curves. As the MnAs is heated above TO, a nucleation of

the b phase occurs in the ribbons. Once the complete forma-

tion of the b stripe occurs, it broadens keeping the same

wavelength of the a/b array at the expense of a reduction of

the a phase13 fraction (Fig. 1(d)).

Despite the fact that the CR occurs similarly in both

type of samples, the transport across the stripes array

depends on the orientation of the stripes with respect to the

electrical current.19 It is also relevant to remark that in thin

ribbons (w� k) no more than a single a/b period can be

formed in PA ribbons while several tenths of a/b pairs of

stripes will appears in the PE ones along the phase-

coexistence temperature range. In the PA configuration, the

electrical current is applied parallel to the stripes and so the

conduction along the ribbons length, L, is driven in parallel

along the a and b stripes channels. In the PE geometry,

instead, the current is applied perpendicular to the stripes;

the conduction in the sample is the result of a series circuit

of a and b stripes. The resistivity of the PA and PE ribbons

are modeled taking into account the growth of the relative

a/b cross-sectional areas and length of the b stripes as tem-

perature increases. To do so, we assume that the length and

width of the b terraces, lb and wb, vary20 with T2 at the early

stage of the a/b phase coexistence while it follows a linear

function of T once the stripes are entirely formed and only

broaden as the temperature is increased; i.e., wb¼ awþ bwT2

and lb¼ alþ blT
2 for TO<T<T* and wb¼ aþ bT for

T*<T<TC. The variation of the stripes size with tempera-

ture was modelled after experimental results obtained from

X-ray diffraction spectra11 and resonant X-ray scattering20

experiments.

The resistivity of the PA configuration is given by

1

qPA
¼ ð1–wb=wÞ=qPA

a þðwb =wÞ=ðqPA
b :lb=Lþ qPA

a ð1–lb=LÞÞ

for TPA;O < T < TPA�; (1)

1

qPA
¼ ð1–wb=wÞ=qPA

a þðwb =wÞ=qPA
b for TPA� < T < TC:

(2)

While qPE is given by

qPE¼N:½qPE
a :ðk�wbÞ=LþqPE

b :ðwb=LÞ� for TPE;O <T<TC;

(3)

where N is number of a/b periods. The model was fitted consid-

ering the experimental resistivity values of pure a and b phases:

qa
PA (T¼ 280 K)¼ 1.95� 10�4 X cm, qa

PE (T¼ 280 K)

¼ 2.76� 10�4 X cm, qb
PA (T¼ 320 K)¼ 2.7� 10�4 X cm,

qb
PE (T¼ 320 K)¼ 3.28� 10�4 X cm as fixed parameters. The

critical temperatures were taken as TPE,O¼TPA,O¼ 280 K and

TPA*¼ 310 K. We assume that the formation of the stripes

along the width of the ribbons occurs in a negligible tempera-

ture interval TPE,O�TPE* for the calculation of qPE. As seen

from Figure 1, the model qualitatively describes the tempera-

ture variation of the resistivity indicating that the geometric

effect of the arrangement of the paramagnetic and ferromag-

netic phases at the phase coexistence regime dominate the tem-

perature response of the resistivity. Our results, regarding this

“anisotropic behavior” of the resistivity at the CR, contradict

previously reported ones. In fact, Takagaki and co-workers did

not find any difference of the temperature dependence of the re-

sistivity at the phase-coexistence regime, measured with the

current oriented along the [0001] and [11–20] directions.21,22

FIG. 1. (a) MFM image of a 300 nm-thick MnAs film, taken at room tempera-

ture. Colored rectangles are schemes of the ribbons orientated parallel (PA)

and perpendicular (PE) to the c-axis, respectively. (b) SEM image of the

magneto-transport device. (c) Resistivity vs. temperature curves for (�)

S500PA-300 and (o) S500PE-300 ribbons. Inset: Detailed of the CR zone

including fits of the data (dot lines) following Eqs. (1)–(3). The fitting param-

eters are qa
PA (T¼ 280 K)¼ 1.95 � 10�4 X cm, qa

PE (T¼ 280 K)¼ 2.76

� 10�4 X cm, qb
PA (T¼ 320 K)¼ 2.7 � 10�4 X cm, qb

PE (T¼ 320 K) ¼ 3.28

� 10�4 X cm, TPE,O¼TPA,O¼ 280 K, and TPA*¼310 K. (d) Schematic figure

of evolution of the a/b phase coexistence as a function of temperature. The

paramagnetic phase is described by patterns of diagonal lines.
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We explain this disagreement by the fact that the MnAs tracks

used in the previous papers are much larger than ours and the

effect finite size is blurred for these cases.

Magnetoresistance curves at the coexistence regime

provides rich information about the magnetization of the

ribbons. MR curves measured at different temperatures

are plotted in Figs. 2(a)–2(d) for S500PA–300 ribbons. The

magnetoresistance ratio was defined as MR%¼ (R(H)

�R(H¼ 0 T))/R(H¼ 0 T)� 100. R(H¼ 0 T) is defined as

the resistance measured at zero magnetic field after a com-

plete field cycling (0 T ! 9 T ! �9 T ! 0 T). Below TO,

MR curves are reversible under magnetic field (Fig. 2(a)).

The MR effect at the ferromagnetic phase is understood in

terms of spin disorder (MRSD). Unexpectedly, as the temper-

ature is raised, two additional contributions are distinguished

from the curves. On one hand, the virgin-state (VS) resistiv-

ity of MnAs nanoribbons, R(H¼ 0 T,VS), differs notably

from R(H¼ 0 T), measured after cycling the system to 9 T.

As the VS resistivity depends on the a-MnAs/b-MnAs frac-

tion ratio, n(T), a positive resistance difference DRVI-0

¼R(H¼ 0 T,VS)-R(H¼ 0 T) would indicates that a transfor-

mation of a fraction of the b phase into a takes place in the

samples as a magnetic field is applied to them. The virgin

state is never recovered after magnetic field cycling, suggest-

ing that at least part of the transition from one phase to the

other is irreversible with respect to magnetic field. However,

a relaxation of R(H¼ 0 T) towards the VS value is also

observed; this could indicate that part of the ferromagnetic

fraction created after applying a magnetic field is metastable.

R(H¼ 0) varies after a wait time of several minutes, reduc-

ing DRVI-0 and indicating that as time goes through, a part

of the a phase transforms back to the b phase. A more

complete study about the magnetic relation in these systems

are needed in order to correctly weigh these two compo-

nents. Additionally, the DMRVI-0¼DRVI-0/R(H¼ 0 T)� 100

ratio is only finite in a narrow temperature range above

TO (Fig. 3(a)) and at magnetic fields higher than H*VI-O. In

Fig. 3(b), the magnetic-field range where the resistance drops

is observed in virgin curves and are indicated for different

temperatures. The progressive increase of the critical fields as the temperature is raised stresses the higher energy cost of

the transformation of b phase into a one, as the system

approaches TC.

On the other hand, a negative and hysteretic magneto-

resistance term, MRPT, is measured for fields larger than

H*PT-O, above T�T* (Figs. 2(b)–2(d)). This contribution

is reversible with magnetic field and increases by discrete

jumps from H*PT-O up to a critical saturation field H*PT-SAT

(Fig. 3(b)).

The maximum MR ratio reaches values of more than

20% around 320 K, superimposing MRPT with MRSD. The

temperature dependence of MR presents an unusual increase

as the temperature is raised above TO (Fig. 3(c)). A similar

behavior was observed in films23 and bulk MnAs.24 Mira

et al. correlates the increase of the MR to a magnetic-field

phase-induced structural transition measured by neutron dif-

fraction experiments. Magnetotransport measurements in lat-

eral confined nanostructures, indicating sharp resistance

steps for certain critical fields, seem to corroborate this hy-

pothesis. Additionally, it should be noticed that the critical

fields observed for the bulk samples by Mira et al. by the

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance curves of the S500PA-300 ribbon measured at (a)

T¼ 280 K, (b) T¼ 300 K, (c) T¼ 315 K, and (d) T¼ 320 K, respectively.

The magnetic field sweep in all the measurements followed the same steps:

0 T! 9 T!�9 T! 0 T.

FIG. 3. (a) DRVI-0 vs. T, (b) H* vs. T, extracted from the (�) initial MR

curve, H*VI, and (�) after magnetic field cycling, H*PT; and (c) MR ratio

vs. T. All these values were determined from the MR curves of the S500PA-

300 ribbon.

012407-3 Fernandez Baldis et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 012407 (2015)



neutron diffraction experiments correspond with the values

observed in this work. However, magnetotransport measure-

ments in MnAs nanoribbons reveal additional and unique

characteristics about the phase transition which is only de-

tectable in confined structures. Non-zero DRVI-0 and the

appearance of MRPT reveal that there are two distinct proc-

esses of b ! a magnetic-field induced phase transition. A

phase transition irreversible in magnetic field above T_O

enhances the original n(H¼ 0, T) by nirr(H*, T). This process

takes place at the early b-stripe formation stage in a finite

temperature range and relaxes towards the initial n ratio after

a finite wait time in the absence of magnetic field.

Progressively, as the temperature increases, the a/b stripes’

assembly is formed in a second process and above T�T*

the magnetic field can only broaden the magnetic stripes at

the expenses of the paramagnetic one reversibly. The initial

n is recovered after field cycling. The activation energies for

both processes are different and are obtained from Fig. 3(b).

In fact, the plot of the critical fields extracted from the MR

curves provides another evidence for the recognition of the

two processes. In both cases, the critical fields increase with

temperature. This behaviour is understood by the fact that

the b phase becomes more stable with temperature. As a con-

sequence, the energy cost of the phase transition increases

with increasing temperature.

A strong difference between the magnetoresistance vs.

field curves measured in the PA and PE configuration is

found (Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)). While a few of well-defined

resistance jumps are measured for PA samples, curves meas-

ured in the PE geometry exhibit a smoother change of resist-

ance as the magnetic field is increased. Small resistance

drops are measured for S500PE–300 ribbons as the magnetic

field increases above H*PT-O� 0.2 T for 300 K. The thresh-

old field increases with increasing temperatures as found for

PA samples. However, while the MRPT of PA samples satu-

rates around 3 T, in the PE ribbons, the MRPT curves are far

from saturation at 9 T. The decrease of the resistance with

magnetic field at many kinks for PE ribbons is ascribed to

the existence of a large number of stripes and so a large dis-

tribution of activation energies for the nucleation and broad-

ening of magnetic stripes. The different behavior of the MR

curves for the parallel and perpendicular configurations has a

parallelism with the “anisotropic behavior” of the tempera-

ture dependence of the resistivity at the CR. In both cases,

the relevant parameters are the number of periods of the a/b
multilayer and the orientation of the stripes with respect to

the electrical current.

In order to look at the effect of lateral confinement

on the field-induced b! a transition, S500PA–300 and

S250PA–300 ribbons were investigated (Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)).

The shape of the MR curves is similar for both ribbons, but

the critical magnetic fields change (Fig. 4(e)): they increases

notably as the samples become narrower. These results indi-

cate that lateral borders affect the pinning of the different

phases, increasing the activation energy for the phase-

transition as the samples are laterally confined to the

nanoscale.

We explore the variation of the effect with samples

thickness in order to examine structures with different corru-

gation, i.e., height of the terraces and a/b periodicity. As

seen in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d), the shape of the MR curves is

strongly affected by thickness reduction: the resistance

jumps disappear in the thinner samples and a smooth varia-

tion of R(H) is measured instead. The MR curves resemble

those related to spin-disorder effects. It should be noticed

that the increase of the MR as a function of temperature for

thinner samples, the same as the one observed for the thicker

samples, seems to indicate that a b!a magnetic-field

induced phase-transition is still present for these samples.

However, the effect of the uniaxial symmetry of a/b phases

arrangement onto the transport properties is blurred in very

thin ribbons and the MR curves resembles those of a/b disor-

dered structures or bulk compound.23 This could be related

to a reduction of a characteristic length in these systems

(compared with the lateral confinement). Indeed, reducing

the thickness from 300 nm to 30 nm should induce a change

of k from 1.44 lm to 0.144 lm and a reduction of the height

of the ridges from 3 nm to 0.3 nm. The temperature and field

dependence of the resistivity of the thinner films suggest that

the long-range order of the stripe array is at least partially

lost as thickness is reduced below 50 nm, keeping however

the symmetry of the phase arrangement. This is consistent

with a short-range order of a and b stripes reported for 30 nm

films by Ryu and co-workers.25

MnAs thin films are interesting candidates for the fabri-

cation of spintronics devices, presenting an excellent growth

over semiconductor substrates and an important magnetore-

sistance effect at room temperature. Magneto-transport

FIG. 4. MR curves of (a) S500PA-300, (b) S500PE-300, (c) S250PA-300, and

(d) S500PA-30 ribbons measured at T¼ 320 K. (e) H*PT-SAT vs. T for (�)

S500PA-300 and (�) S250PA-300. The magnetic field sweep is as follows:

0 T! 9 T!�9 T! 0 T.
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experiments indicate that a paramagnetic to ferromagnetic

phase transition is induced in MnAs nanoribbons by the

application of a magnetic field. The phase-induced transition

was found to be magnetic history and temperature depend-

ent. The critical fields as well as the temperature range at

which the phenomenon is observed are notably affected by

lateral and vertical confinement. This effect seems to be the

origin of the high magnetoresistance effect observed in

MnAs thin films for temperatures close to room temperature.

Studying the influence of the confinement in these systems is

critical for the development of spintronics devices at the

nanoscale.
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